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Abstract:
The paper proposes a new approach for the optimal sizing of the distributed generator based on a
statistical short-term load forecasting technique. The curve fitting method is used to perform the short-term
load forecasting. Shorttermloadforecastingin thispaperis donebyconsideringthesensibilityofthenetwork
loadtothe temperature, humidity, daytypeparameters(THD)andprevious load andalso ensuringthatforecasting
theload
with
these
parameters
canbestbedonebythecurve
fittingmethod.Theanalysis
oftheloaddatarecognizethatthe loadpattern isnotonlydependent ontemperaturebutalso is dependenton
humidityandday type. Auniquenormwitha, b,c anddconstants basedonthehistorydatahasbeenproposed for the
STLFusingtheconceptofcurvefittingtechnique. The optimal sizing of the DG is obtained based on the results
of the STLF done. The technique is implemented on a real time dataset. The algorithms implementing this
forecasting and optimal DG Sizing techniques have been programmed using MATLAB. The simulation
results show the robustness and suitability of the proposed norm for the STLF as the forecasting accuracies
are less than 3% for almost all the day types and all the seasons. The reduction in the overall system losses
proves the suitability of the developed technique for the optimal sizing of the distributed generator.
Keywords —Short term load forecasting, THD (Temperature, Humidity, Day Type),CFM(Curve Fitting
Method), Distributed Generator, Optimal Sizing

I.

Introduction

Load
forecasting
is
animportantcomponentforpowersystemenergymana
gement
system.
Preciseload
forecasting
helpstheelectricutilitytomakeunitcommitment
decisions,
reducespinningreservecapacity
and
scheduledevicemaintenanceplanproperly.Besidespla
yingakeyrole in reducing the generationcost,
itisalsoessentialtothereliabilityofpowersystems.Thes
ystemoperatorsusethe
loadforecastingresultasabasisofofflinenetworkanalysis
to
determineifthesystemmightbevulnerable.If
so,
corrective
actionsshouldbeprepared,
suchasloadshedding,
powerpurchasesandbringingpeakingunitsonline.
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With the recent trend of deregulation of the
electricity markets,STLFhasgainedmoreimportance
andis
facing
greater
challenges.Inthemarketenvironment,
preciseforecastingis the basis of electrical energy
trade
and
spot
price
establishmentforthesystemtogaintheminimum
electricity purchasing cost. In the real-time
dispatch
operation,
forecastingerrorcausesmorepurchasingelectricity
costor
breaking-contract
penaltycosttokeeptheelectricitysupply
andconsumptionbalance.Therearealsosomemodifica
tions
ofSTLFmodelsduetothisimplementation
oftheelectricity
market.Weatherisdefinedastheatmospheric
condition
existing
overashortperiodinaparticularlocation.
Itisoften
difficulttopredictanditcanvarysignificantly
evenovera
short
period.Climate
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Average Load (MW)

alsovarieswithtime:seasonally, annuallyand on
• The load curves are having different pattern
adecade’sbasis[1].The
relationshipbetween
in weekdays and weekend days in the month
demandandtemperature isnon-linearwiththedemand
• The load curves on the weekends are similar
increasingforbothlowandhightemperature[2]. The
rangeof the possibleapproachestotheforecastistotake
• Taking in consideration the above
amicroscopic
viewoftheproblem
observations the days of the week are
andtrytomodelthefutureloadasa
reflection
classified based on the following categories:
ofprevious
[3].Inthecaseoflargevariationinthe
a. Normal week days (Tuesday - Friday)
temperaturecomparedtothatofthepreviousyear,theloa
b. Monday
d
alsochangesaccordingly.
c. Sunday
d. Saturday
Insuchcasestherewouldbethe shortage ofsimilardays’
dataandthetaskoftheforecasting
Monday is accounted to be different to
loadisverydifficult[4].For makingthedistributiongrid weekdays so as to take care for the difference in the
smarteritisrequiredtodeploycommunications
load because of the previous day to be weekend.
andleverage advancedcontrolsthatarecommonplace
18000
insubstation
automation,
17000
remedialactionschemes,powermanagement
16000
15000
systems,andindustrialclosed14000
looppowerautomation[5]-[7].Inclusion
of
13000
Distributed Generators will improve the grid utility
12000
11000
and also help in the reduction of overall system
10000
power loss. Cost is one major constraint in the
9000
inclusion of DG’s in the power system. But with the
advent of renewable energy, the cost issue can be
addressed efficiently.
Figure 1. Yearly load curves of 1996 and 1997.
16000
15000

Data Analysis

A. Load Curves

For the analysis and implementation of load
forecasting and optimal DG sizing, data is taken
from EUNITE network that was provided to
participants for a competition many years ago (see
acknowledgement). In the data analysis part, we are
going to analyse load variation with respect to day
type, weather condition such as seasonal variation
of load with temperature and humidity. Analysing
the monthly and yearly load curves given in Fig.1
and Fig.2 and also load variation with respect to
temperature and humidity given in Fig.3 and Fig.4
the following observations are made:

Average Load (MW)

II.
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Figure 2. Monthly load curvesof Mar’96 and Mar’97.

B. Variation of load with temperature

The variation of the temperature variable results
in a significant variation in the load. Fig 3 shows a
plot between the maximum temperatures versus
average demand. In Fig. 3the dots represent the
actual values and the solid line is the best fitted
• The load curve patters of two consecutive curve.The graph shows a positive correlation
years is similar
between the load and temperaturei.e. demands
• The load curves of similar months of two increases as the temperature increases [7-8].
consecutive years is also similar
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20000

humidity and day type parameters, hence curve
fitting is used to obtain the relationship between
load and these parameters. The method is basically
divided into three parts as follows:

Average Load (MW)
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•

Load variation with respect to temperature

•

Load variation with respect to temperature and
humidity

•

Load variation with respect to temperature, humidity
and day type
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Figure 3. Monthly load variation with temperature

The methodology that is developed for the shortterm load forecasting of load using the curve fitting
Fig. 4 shows the plot between the average method would mainly focus on the variation of
humidity versus average demand. From the graph power with thesethree main parameters we have
it can be seen that there exists a positive correlation already mentioned i.e. Temperature, Humidity and
between load and humidity i.e. demand increases as the particular Day Type[9 - 13].
the humidity increases.
The first two parameters, quite evidently come
under the weather changing phenomenon, but
20000
considering the time dependent variation of the load,
19000
the data that is available could not only be classified
18000
into a particular day type but it also follows a similar
17000
month pattern which implies that, for example, if we
16000
take the data of January of one particular year, there
15000
are steep chances that it is almost identical to the
14000
one we had in the same month of its previous year
13000
12000
under a similar working environment. We use all
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
three factors for the forecasting the load.It is
Average Humidity
explained in the curve fitting algorithm.
Figure 4. Monthly load variation with humidity
Average Load (MW)

C. Variation of load with humidity

D. Autocorrelation of load

A.

Curve Fitting Algorithm

It is seen from the plots that the load pattern of
the present year is similar to the load pattern of Step 1: Write the equestions between power and its
previous year and also the load curve of a given
parameters using curvefitting
month is similar to the load curve of the previous
= + . + . + .
years’ same month. Hence it can be considered that
∑ = . + .∑ + .∑ + .∑
the load of similar month of previous year can
∑
= .∑ + .∑ + .∑
+ .∑
greatly help in load forecasting along with the THD ∑
= .∑
+ .∑
+ .∑
+ .∑
parameters.
∑
= .∑
+ .∑
+ .∑
+ .∑
Short Term Load Forecasting using
Curve Fitting
The relation between load and the THD
parameters is are to be understood as they have
direct impact on the load as seen in the earlier
section. As it is clear from the data analysis that the
load is totally dependent on the temperature,
III.
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Step2: Using privious year data of similar month
calculate cofficent of a,b,c and d
∑
∑
∑
∑

∑
=
∑
∑
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Asuming the cofficents

∑
∑

∑
∑

∑
∑
∑
∑

∑
∑
∑
∑

divided into four-time zones based on the load
variations:
Time Zone 1: 6AM – 9AM
Time Zone 2: 9AM – 5PM

=

Time Zone 3: 5PM – 10PM
Time Zone 4: 10PM – 6AM

Step3:Coefficent subsitution in the Step 1
!"#$ =

+

.

!"#$

+

.

!"#$%

!"#$

A. Algorithm
This algorithm depicts the procedure for the
Step4:Calculating the forecasting power of each optimal placementof DG in transmission system
dayin present month
with the following steps:
1.

Step5:Calculating
MAPE(Mean
Percentage Error)of power
/

&' ( = )
,0

*

,
+

−

,
+

,
.*

Absolute
2.
3.
4.

∗ 100

Step6: For next month forecasting of power repeat
Step2 to Step 5

Data used to carry out load flow is taken from the
EUNITE data available
Base case load flow is performedwithout DG to
obtain the voltage profile and total system power loss
DG is placed at that bus with lowest voltage profile
The optimal size of DG is obtained by using the PSO
technique, considering the power loss as the
objective function

Results and Analysis
The result analysis of the simulation performed
Step7: Result analysis
on the load variation with respect to its
corresponding parameters clearly suggests the
Step8: End
dependency of the load on the three factors of
Temperature, Humidity and Day Type considered
Using the above algorithm the Short Term Load in the present work.
Forecasting using the parameters can be easily
The various parameter values obtained for one
obtained.
test case are given in Table I.
IV.

V.

TABLE I

STLF based Optimal DG Sizing

PARAMETERS OF CFM ALGORITHM

The STLF results are obtained for different zones
of the ISO New England transmission network
using the curve fitting technique. Based on the load
forecasts values the optimal size of the distributed
generator is fixed using the Particle Swarm
Optimization technique.

PARAMETERS

VALUES

PAVERAGE

13053.34

The load flows of the real time system considered
is performed without distributed generator and with
distributed generator. The system’s total power loss
shows a fall with the inclusion of the DG. To
further minimize the loss, the DG size is optimized
for different time zones of the day. Each day is
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R

0.0014

TAVERAGE

48.6190

HAVERAGE

38.2240

DAVERAGE

3.1448

a

11279.72

b

3.71783

c

-29.0868

d

760.9079

TABLE II
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WEEKLY LOAD FORECASTING RESULTS
Actual
Load

Load in MW
Forecasted
Load

1

11021.91667

10929.62926

0.837308176

3/11/97

3

12754.66667

12495.5655

2.031422499

4/11/97

4

13030.375

13190.33612

1.227601821

5/11/97

4

13077.625

13355.7966

2.127080421

6/11/97

4

13264.5

13402.55266

1.040767906

7/11/97

4

13129.41667

13343.56988

1.63109466

8/11/97

2

12054.45833

12057.19216

0.022678997

Day
Type

2/11/97
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Voltage Profile 6AM-9AM
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Figure 5. Voltage Profile without and with PSO-DG – 6AM TO 9AM

The results of the STLF based optimal sizing of
the DG for the eight load zones of the ISO-NE
operator are discussed below. Table III and Fig. 5 to
Fig. 8 clearly indicate an improvement in the
voltage profiles with the inclusion of Distributed
Generator in the power system.

Voltage Profile 9AM-5PM
0.95

Voltage pu

From the above analysis it is clear that the curve
fitting method is quite suitable for the short-term
load forecasting and the STLF results of the same
are having forecasting accuracies with MAPE
values of less than 3%. The curve fitting method is
simple and it yields good results for days of all
typesas the weekly result values clearly indicate.

Voltage Profile 9AM-5PM
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Figure 6. Voltage Profile without and with PSO-DG – 9AM TO 5PM

Voltage Profile 5PM-10PM
0.95

VOLTAGE PROFILES OF 8 LOAD ZONES OF ISO-NE

0.90

Voltage Profile
6AM-9AM
Without With PSODG
DG
0.7885 0.8801
0.7898 0.8808
0.7752 0.8743
0.7869 0.8798
0.7805 0.8834
0.7661 0.8954
0.7604 0.9017
0.7539 0.9006

Voltage Profile
5PM-10PM
Without With PSODG
DG
0.8057 0.8865
0.8068 0.8872
0.7941 0.8816
0.8043 0.8864
0.8006 0.8913
0.7934 0.9070
0.7910 0.9148
0.7846 0.9139

Voltage Profile
9AM-5PM
Without With PSODG
DG
0.8155 0.8947
0.8165 0.8954
0.8043 0.8902
0.8142 0.8946
0.8106 0.8997
0.8036 0.9156
0.8012 0.9235
0.7953 0.9227

Voltage Profile 5PM-10PM

0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
1

3 Load
4 Zones
5
6

7

8

Voltage Profile 10PM-6AM
Voltage Profile 10PM-6AM

0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
1
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2

Figure 7. Voltage Profile without and with PSO-DG – 5PM TO 10PM

Voltage pu

Voltage Profile
10PM-6AM
Without With PSODG
DG
0.7740 0.8587
0.7757 0.8598
0.7589 0.8504
0.7723 0.8581
0.7613 0.8573
0.7339 0.8575
0.7225 0.8585
0.7179 0.8565

Voltage pu

TABLE III
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Figure 8. Voltage Profile without and with PSO-DG – 10PM TO 6AM

Table IV and Fig. 9 show the decrease in the
power loss obtained after the placement and
optimization of the distributed generator. The
optimized DG size to obtain minimum power loss
are also given.

•

•

Time Zone 1

Power Loss
without DG
4874.5377

Time Zone 2

6906.2304

6194.4044

4647.9244

Time Zone 3

7617.6253

6891.5563

4266.6698

Time Zone 4

7262.5197

6391.8543

4303.1754

ISO-NE

Power Loss without DG (MW)

8000

Power Loss
DG Size (MW)
with PSO-DG
4152.3548
4311.8290

Power Loss with PSO-DG (MW)

Power Loss (MW)

7000
6000

•

using the relation between input and output
variable through the systematic rule.
The simulation results indicate that the efficiencyof
thecurvefittingmethodisduetotheconsiderationofthe
previousyears’similarmonthasthetraining datasetfor
thecalculation oftheconstants.Thedataanalysispartof
SectionIIindicates
thestrongimpact
of
thepreviousyear
similarmonth
loadonthepresentmonth.
The PSO optimized DG sizing has been proven as a
very efficient and simple technique for reducing the
overall power losses and improving the voltage
profile
The method has been successfully implemented on a
real time data set and is very suitable for all day
types and all seasons
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